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To all whom ¿t may concern .' 
Be it known that I, THOMAS Irvine Por 

TER, a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of East Orange, in the county of Essex 

5 and State of New Jersey, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Sig 
nals, of which the following is a full, clear, 
and exact description. l l . 

" This invention relates to improvements in 
10 signals, an object of the invention being to 

provide means for operating a visible or au 
dible warning signal when the temperature 
within a mass’ofstored material reaches a 
dangerous point. 

15 The invention vrelates particularly> to a 
device for use in warning the proprietors of 

' coal piles when the temperature of the coal» 
‘within the pile reaches a height which is 
likely to ̀ cause spontaneous combustion or a 

20 reduction in the fuel value of the coal due 
to the production of gases withintlie pile. 

` The danger of lossdue to spontaneous 
combustion when materials such as bitumi 
nous coal are stored in bulk is too well 

25 known to warrant detailed comment here. ` 
`A. specific object of this invention is to pro 
vide a temperature controlled warning sig 
lnal which will to a large extent safeguard 
the danger of loss from spontaneous com-ï 

30 bustion and which it isthought will serve in 
_ a great measure to overcome the. reluctance 
of large consumers of coal to store the same 
in bulk. 
A still further object is to provide a sig 

35 nalvof the character stated which will be 
t, simple and practical in construction, efñci'ent 
in use and capable of being manufactured 
with comparative economy. ‘ i i 

With these and other objects in view the 
40 invention consists in certain novel features 

« of construction, combinations and arrange 
ments of parts as will be more fully herein 
after described t and pointed out in the 
claims. ' ' 

45 In the accompanying drawings, 
,_ Fig. 1 is a broken view in longitudinal 
section through a signalling apparatus em 

` bodying my invention. " 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary longitudinal sec 

50 tional‘view through upper end of the signal 
casing showing t-he signal arm in operative 
position. Y ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view through one of 
the blocks 12. . 

55 Referring in detail to Figures l, 2, and 3 
of the drawings, I have used the reference 

numeral 1 to designatea tube of some heat 
conducting material. A pointed entering 
member or ferrule 2 is secured within the 
lower end ofthe tube 1 and serves to facili 
tate the insertion of the tube into a coal pile, 
or into a mass of any other material such as 
’grain which may be stored or heaped in 
bulk. rl‘he ferrule serves as a closure for 
the lower end of the tube. 
The longitudinal movement of a signal 

rod 3 in the'upper end of the tube is limited 
in one direction by the seating of a flanged 
cover cap 4l which is fixed to the upper end 
of the rod. The rod 3 is movable through 
a ring` 6 lined in the tube adjacent its upper 
end and a fiange 5 fixed to the lower end of 
the rod 3 is engageable with said ring to 
limit the upward or outward movement of 
the rod. A coiled expansion spring 7 inter 
posed around the rod 3 between the ring 6 
and cap l tends to normally urge the rod to 
its signalling position shown in Figure 2, 
with the flange 5 held against the under face 
of the ring. ` 

’l‘he rod 3 is normally held in retracted 
or inoperative position by a chain anchored 
to a cross pin 10 in the lower end of the 
casing 1 and attached to a‘hook 8 carried 
by the flange 5. Certain of the links of this 
chain are in the form of blocks 12 of fusi 
ble metal. rl’liese blocks carry oppositely 
disposed hooks 1l engageable with looped 
wire links 18 arranged alternately betweer 
the fusible blocks 12. At some point in the 
length of the chain l preferably provide a 
tension exerting member such as the coiled 
contraction spring 9. This spring 9 is con 
siderably stronger than the spring 7 and 
tends to exert suilicient tension on the chain 
to maintain the cover cap él seated at all 
times upon the outer end of the signal cas 
ing. ` ‘ ` 

ln order to limit the circulation of air 
within the casing, packing rings 14 of felt 
or other suitable material are carried by the 
blocks 12 and frictionally fit the interior 
walls of the casing or tube 1. 
The operation of the device is as follows: 
The ferrule 2 facilitates the insertion of 

the tubular casing to any desired distance in 
a pile of coal or other material heaped in 
bulk. The signal casing being practically 
airtight and of heat conducting material, 
the fusible links of the chain are readily 
susceptible to temperature changes in adia 
cent portions of the pile. The links or 
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blocks l2 are of any suitable metal which 
will fuse at a temperature of approximately 
120 degrees if the instrument is for use in 
coal piles. When the instrument is adapted 
for use with other material, the metal of the 
fusible links is of a character which will 
fuse at any temperature'dangerously near 
the temperature at which spontaneous coin 
bustion is liable to takepplace with the pa‘i'' 
ticular kind of material. 
ln connection with the 'packino' rings, it 

might be noted that by limiting the circula 
tion of air and preventing convection cur- 
rents’ inthe casing, they serve to localize 
the heating of the ‘air around the link near 
est aliot spot in the pile, thereby expedit 
ing the operation ofthe device. After the 
signal has Vbeen sprung, the ring G may be 
removed and the upper end of the chain 
pulled out. An examination of the chain 
to seevwhich block has fused will readily 
determine approximately the depth below 
the surface of the pile at which the center 
ofthe disturbance is located. Contact of 
the yheated surface of the tube with the 
hands of an investigator as the tube is manu 
ally withdrawn from the pile will also aid 
materially in this connection. 

l have illustrated certain of the pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention, but 
various slight changes and alterations might 
be made in the general form and arrange 
ment of the parts described without de 
parting from the invention and hence, l do 
not wish to limit myself to the precise de 
tails set forth, but shall consider myself at 
liberty to make such slight changes and 
alterationsas fairly fall within the spirit 
and'sc'ope of the appended claims. 
I claim: 
l. A device of the character described 

comprising an elongated signal casing of 
heat conducting material adapted to be in 
serted in a coal pile, a signal rod having lim 
ited longitudinal movement in the outer end 
of the casing, means carried‘by the rod for 
closing the outer end of the casing, a spring 
urging said yrod outwardly, a chain an 
chored in 'the casing and retaining` said rod 
in 'retracted position against the action of 
the'spr'ing, said chain including a plurality 
of fusible links, and means associated with 
the links for Alimiting the circulation of aii` 
in the casing. c i . 

2. A ̀ device of the character described 
comprising an elongated signal casing of 
heat conducting material >adapted to be in~ 
sorted in a coal pile, a signal rod having 
limited longitudinal movement in the outer 
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end of the casing, means carried' by the rod 
for closing the v»outer end -of the casing, 
a spring urging said rod outwardly, a chain 
anchored in the casing .and retaining "said 
rod in retracted position against the action 
of the spring, said-chain' including >a plu 
rality ’of` fusible links, and means associated 
with _the links for limiting the circulation 
of air in the casing, said means comprising 
packing rings carried by said links and 
tightly fitting the interior ‘of the casing. 

1 The combination with a signal 'and 
signalcasing of signal retaining means .in 
the casing 4including a chain, temperature 
sensitive‘links in the’chain, air 4tight ,partil 
tions fitting the casing and iinterposed bc' 
tiveen t-he links whereby to limit the circula-`A 
tion and localize the heating `of air in the 
casii'ig.l ' ' 

y 4l. The combination vwith asignal, of .a 
signal casing divided into a _plurality of 
compartment-s, and temperature sensitive, 
signal retaining means in each of said com 
partments. l ~ i Y 

`5. In a device of the character stated, a 
compartmental signal casing, .. a signal 
housed therein, means normally urgingsaid 
sigiialto signalling position, a chain holdingV 
said signal against operation and including 
fusible links located inv said compartments, 
whereby said signal isreleasediwhenthe 
temperature in any compartment Yreaches a 
pre-determined point. y ` 

(i, As a new article of manufacture, ade 
vice of the character described comprising 
an Aelongated hollow signal `casing >offheat 
conducting material adapted to be'buried in 
a mass o'f loosely piled material, a signal 
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concealed therein and normallypurged out~ V 
wardly, a signal retaining chain extending 
througliout‘the major portion-of the length 
of the casing and including fusible links, 
and means for limitiiigthe circulationiof air 
inthe casing whereby to localize nthe Élieat 
ing of air adjacent one link .and expedite 
the fusing of a link nearesta heated por 
tion of the massv wherein Ísaid `casing risy 
buried. v ` Y i Y  

7. As a new article of manufacture, asig 
nal of the character described comprising a 
tubular casing, a signalirodremovably.se 
cured in one end of the casing, means nor 
inally urging said rod outwardly and a 
chain holding said> rod against >outward 
movement >and removably .anchored in< the 
said casing, said chain including tempera- I 
ture sensitive fusible links. 

THOMAS IRVl-NG POTTER. 
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